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COMITY AND COMMERCE
Address to the 16th Conference of Chief Justices of Asia & the Pacific
Chief Justice James Allsop Chief Justice of the Federal Court of Australia; I would like to acknowledge my associate Ms Kathleen Morris for her assistance in the preparation of this paper.

INTRODUCTION: THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMERCE
1	I was assigned this topic on your behalf. It is a topic of great interest, and some difficulty. Not the least of the difficulty is the construction of a coherent relationship between the broad elements of the title: “commerce” and “comity” and the sub-topics identified: recognition of judgments, arbitral awards and application of foreign law.
2	As I began to seek to draw together various ideas, it struck me that one should begin with, and linger a little upon, commerce and its historical role as a vehicle for some of the nobler aspirations of men and women. One should not be, of course, too starry-eyed about the nobility of the middle-man or trader. Yet out of the, to a degree, selfish activity of the search for commercial gain, one derives some of the most important and enduring conceptions in law. More particularly, in an increasingly transnational and international world, courts are more regularly meeting questions of principle and judgment that require a balance of national interest and respect for, or at least consideration of, the place of courts and of other countries. To appreciate the relevant informing considerations in any particular contemporary problem, it is helpful to have a little history and theory.
3	Commerce and trade have long had a central place in the development of societies and in the formation of sophisticated legal systems. Indeed it has been said that “commerce is older than history” WF Oakeshott Commerce and Society: A short history of trade and its effect on civilisation (1936; Clarendon Press), at 1 and that it “traces back its origin to the first germ of society” James Richardson “An oration describing the influence of commerce on the prosperity, character and genius of nations” (1808; Russell and Cutler), at 5. Jhering spoke of the fact that: “Long before the State arose from its couch, in the morning twilight of history, trade had already completed a good part of its day’s work. While the States were fighting one another, trade found out and levelled the road which led from one people to another, and established between them a relation of exchange of goods and ideas; a pathfinder in the wilderness, a herald of peace, a torchbearer of culture.” Rudolf von Jhering Law as a Means to an End, as translated by Isaac Husik (1913; Boston Book Co), at 175 We must be careful, therefore, not to overlook or underestimate the extent to which commerce has shaped (and continues to influence) the basic facets of our societies, or the manner in which it has helped form the legal and moral norms for our modern society (which continues to be based on a system of exchange and relation with other peoples). 
4	Commerce can be seen to play an instrumental role because it was through commerce that otherwise isolated and disparate groups came to interact See section below on “Comity and Commerce – Brief History and Theory”. The growth in wealth associated with such trade allowed nations to expand beyond their existing territories and led to the foundation of new settlements along major trade routes. In turn this increased participation in commerce produced the need for rules of relational activities to be formed Plato noted that where there is maritime commerce there must be more law; Laws, bk8, 842; Montesquieu said that there were more laws in a trading city: The Spirit of Laws liv.xx, chap 18; Jhering spoke of commerce as a pathfinder: Zweck im Recht, I, 233; see R Pound The Formative Era of American Law (1938; Little Brown) at 11-12 as well as creating the potential for conflicts to arise between merchants, and between nations. Commerce therefore was required to develop and apply its own rules and codes of behaviour, to require its participants to behave in a trustworthy and honest way (in order to foster certainty and confidence in the market), and to be overtly opposed and hostile to any “spirit of corrupt ambition” Richardson op cit 3, at 13. In order for commerce (and society) to continue to grow, its participants needed to be able to deal with each other peacefully and with mutual benefit. From these early commercial practices we can trace many principles and norms of our modern commercial legal system, including reasonableness, unjust enrichment, good faith and fair dealing, and honesty and fairness, to name a few. 
5	A moment’s reflection on the trading circles and routes spanning the world before European colonisation began in the 15th century would inform the necessary connection of habit, custom, law and reciprocity amongst North Asia, South East Asia, South Asia and the Sub-Continent, the Middle East, the Mediterranean, and Europe and the Baltic J L Abu-Lughod, Before European Hegemony: The World System AD 1250-1350 (1989; Oxford University Press); J L Abu-Lughod “The World System in the Thirteenth Century: Dead-End or Precursor?” Essays on Global and Comparative History (1993; American Historical Association) . 
6	An examination of the influence of commerce upon society, and in particular upon the theoretical underpinnings of our modern public and private international legal system, leads one to the broad, not necessarily well-defined concept of comity. Comity has, from its very beginning, been inextricably linked to international commerce and, indeed, owes its very existence to the pressures and demands of commerce and of transnational trade. It is a doctrine that was built upon the recognition that “nothing could be more inconvenient to commerce and to international usage than that transactions valid by the law of one place should be rendered of no effect elsewhere on the account of a difference in the law” Ulrich Huber, De Conflictu Legum, as translated in Ernest Lorenzen Selected Articles on the Conflict of Laws (1947; Yale University Press), at 164-165. Comity is a topic of particular interest to modern commercial law practice because of its relationship with conflicts of law and transnational and regional cooperation.
7	Debates about conflicts of law are certainly as old as international trade. Different theories have emerged as to the appropriate response to such conflicts, including Dicey’s “vested rights” theory Dicey A Digest of the Law of England with reference to the Conflict of Laws (1st ed. 1896), Cook’s “local law” theory W W Cook, “The Logical and Legal Bases of the Conflicts of Laws” (1924) 33 Yale Law Journal 457; W W Cook The Logical and Legal Bases of the Conflicts of Laws (1942; Cambridge), and Savigny’s “territory/seat” analysis Friedrich Karl von Savigny, System des heutigen Römischen Rechts (1849) translated by William Guthrie, A Treatise on the Conflict of Laws, and the Limits of Their Operation in Respect of Place and Time (1880, 2nd Ed) . Comity is one of these theories. It is, at its essence, an attempt to provide guidance and justification for why laws and decrees from one country should have application elsewhere, whether that be in the form of choice of law, enforcement and recognition of foreign judgments, or the staying of proceedings by anti-suit injunctions. All are part of the reconciliation of territorial sovereignty with the practical difficulties and realities created by transnational trade and commerce. In judicial proceedings today, the term “comity” is generally explicitly invoked in three circumstances – applications for anti-suit injunctions or stay of proceedings, the enforcement of foreign judgments or arbitral awards, or as a principle requiring courts in one country to try to avoid infringing on the interests (executive, legislative, or judicial) of a foreign country. In academic discourse the notion of comity arises in the consideration attending to transnational commercial law, international conventions, and commercial principles relating to transnational litigation and arbitration.
8	Before considering the usefulness of comity to law, and commerce, today, one must seek to grasp its nature. How did comity emerge as a legal doctrine? What exactly is it? What does the term mean and imply? What purpose was and is it meant to serve? Does it in fact have any continuing relevance today? 
9	Despite the fact that the doctrine has operated for almost five centuries, and has been subject to extensive judicial discussion in the United Kingdom, Europe, and the United States of America (including by notable jurists such as Mansfield and Story) as well as extensive academic discussion (including from notable authors such as von Savigny and Dicey), there is still a degree of uncertainty and elusiveness surrounding it. It has been described variously as a principle of courtesy, politeness, deference, respect, convenience, goodwill, expediency, reciprocity, conflict, and necessity See, for example: L F Oppenheim International Law: A Treatise (vol.1) (1912; Longmans, Green and Co) at  page 24-25; H Yntema “The Comity Doctrine” (1966) 65 Michigan Law Review 9; GC Cheshire Private International Law (1965; Butterworths); J R Paul “Comity in International Law” (1991) 32(1) Harvard International Law Journal 1; J R Paul “The transformation of international comity” (2008) 71 Law and Contemporary Problems 19; H Barry “Comity” (1926) 12(5) Virginia Law Review 353; D E Childress, “Comity as Conflict: Re-situating International Comity as Conflict of Laws” (2010) 44 University of California Davis Law Review 11; Dicey, Morris and Collins The Conflict of Laws 14th. Ed. (2006; Sweet & Maxwell), at 5-9; M W Lien “The Cooperative and Integrative Models of International Judicial Comity: Two Illustrations Using Transnational Discovery and Breard Scenarios” (2001) 50 Catholic University Law Review 591. Some authors have described it as acting as a “bridge and a wall” N J Calamita “Rethinking Comity: Towards a Coherent Treatment of International Parallel Proceedings” (2006) 27(3) Journal of International Law 601, others as a theory regarding “sovereign interests” Childress, op cit 13, and some have stated that it is “a phrase which is grating to the ear” and which is “incompatible with the judicial function” Samuel Livermore Dissertations on Questions Which Arise from the Contrariety of the Positive Laws of Different States and Nations (1828; Benjamin Levy) at 26-28 and Cheshire, op cit 13, at 5. 
COMITY AND COMMERCE – BRIEF HISTORY AND THEORY
10	Law changes across time and societies, reflecting social and organisational changes of humans. When humanity was comprised of separate, cloistered, agricultural societies See generally (and for a more comprehensive consideration of the history of commerce): Oakeshott, op cit 2; C Day A History of Commerce (1907; Longmans, Green and Co); S Fazio The Harmonisation of International Commercial Law (2007; Kluwer Law International) ch3., such groups developed, as a matter of custom and practice, their own societal norms and rules which reflected the specific circumstances and relations of that society, and were intended to apply only to its citizens and residents (in Roman Law: ius civile). For the majority of such persons, there would be little, or no, interaction or intermingling with other societies. Questions of conflict and the applicability of foreign law did not often arise, nor was society as a whole required to develop principles to deal with them. 
11	Not so for those engaged in commerce. Those who dared to tread beyond their own borders – the trader, the merchant, the mariner – and who in turn conducted business with foreign citizens, found themselves in situations where no formal law existed and therefore where relations with foreign citizens could (often) not be resolved by existing domestic institutions. Such persons required more than the juristic body of law offered. In time they provided their own solution, by developing commercial rules and principles to govern trade practices based on issues which arose in recurring and common business arrangements. Such customs in turn became universally recognised as their own separate system of law (what may be regarded as early forms of trade usage, lex mercatoria, or transnational commercial law), as well as at times becoming enshrined in legal codes. This may be seen, for example, in the reference in various historical texts to commercial codes of conduct and customary trade practices See W Howe “Jus Gentium and Law Merchant” The American Law Register (1898-1907) 50(2) (Old Series) (1902) 41(7) (New Series), at 376; F R Sanborn Origins of the Early English maritime and Commercial Law (1930; The Century Co); Sir HS Maine Ancient Law: Its Connection with the Early History of Society, and Its Relation to Modern Ideas (10th ed.) (1908; John Murray), ch 1 (particularly with regards to maritime trade) including The Laws of Manu (circa 1500BCE) which refers to the laws “of guilds” Manusmriti the Laws of Manu Part 2 Chapter 8, 41: “(A king) who knows the sacred law, must inquire into the laws of castes (gati), of districts, of guilds, and of families, and (thus) settle the peculiar law of each”, as translated by G Bühler in Sacred Books of the East vol. 25 (“Laws of Manu”) (1886; Oxford University Press), the various unwritten and customary codes in Greece and Egypt, and in the reference to (and application of) the “maritime law of the Rhodians” within Justinian’s Digest C H Monro The Digest of Justinian (vol.2) (1901; Cambridge University Press) at 385-390 (Book XIV, Title II “On the Rhodian Law of Jettison”). Some authors have cast doubts about the extent of this “maritime law” – see G Gilmore and C L Black, The Law of Admiralty (2nd ed) (1975; Foundation Press) at 3-4 . 
12	The force of this customary law is evident in the fact that, over time, courts and tribunals came to support and recognise claims based on it. For example, in the sixth century Justinian’s Digest reference is made to an instance of conflict of maritime laws, and details the decision that the customary law (the “maritime law of the Rhodians”) would apply in the absence of any State law “opposed to it” W Tetley Maritime Lines and Claims (2nd ed) (1998; Éditions Yvon Blais), p7-8. Likewise the growth in presence of foreign persons, and commercial interactions with them, required Roman law to develop a separate field of law which could recognise and govern such foreign relations (ius gentium) and separate courts to administer law involving foreign persons (praetor peregrinus) R Domingo From the Ius Gentium to International Law (2010; Cambridge University Press), see ch1; G Trnavci “The Meaning and Scope of the Law of Nations in the Context of the Alien Tort Claims Act and International Law” (2005) 26(2) University of Pennsylvania Journal of International Economic Law 193 at 199-203; Sir HS Maine, op cit 18, at 40-47; H Barry, op cit 13, at 355-357; M Wolff Private International Law (1945; Oxford University Press) at 19-20. Notably it was commerce and international trade that drove these changes in the formal law and organisation of the law courts, as well as commerce which provided the basic principles to settle legal disputes in this area, including the laws of jettison and maritime liens. 
13	Relevantly, ius gentium was regarded as being not only the law to govern relations with foreign individuals, but also as a law of universal application which could govern international relations – a “law of nations” Domingo, op cit 22, at 9-11; The Institutes of Gaius, First Commentary “Concerning Civil and Natural Law”. Thus liabilities arising under the ius gentium bound a person regardless of where they were physically located – the territorial limits of different nations did not extinguish the liabilities and rights arising under the law which was common to them all W Howe, op cit 18. This was contrasted with ius civile which governed only those in the territory in which it was made. In such a system, questions of conflicts of law were resolved by providing that where there was conflict between the applicable ius civile, then the law of nations (ius gentium) would instead be applied. 
14	It is beyond the confines of this paper, but the place of commerce and the merchant class, and the cities and boroughs in which they lived, in the development of the political and legal theories based on the individual and individual rights is a topic of great interest. L Siedentop Inventing the Individual: The Origins of Western Liberalism (2014; Harvard University Press)
15	It is important to recognise that the activity most central to international trade and commerce, and which has done the most in the development of international commercial intercourse and international commercial law, is maritime law See generally W Tetley, International Maritime and Admiralty Law (2002; Éditions Yvon Blais) at 5-30; W Tetley, op cit 21, at 7-60; F R Sanborn, op cit 18, ch 1, 2 and 4; W McFee, The Law of the Sea (1950; Faber) ch 3-6; E Gold, Maritime Transport: The Evolution of International Marine Policy and Shipping Law (1981; DC Heath and Co) ch 1; Benedict on Admiralty (7th ed) vol 1, ch 1 and 2; G Gilmore and C L Black, op cit 20, at 1-11; T J Schoenbaum, Admiralty and Maritime Law (4th ed) (2004; Thomson West) ch 1; F K Beutel, Brannan’s Negotiable Instruments Law (7th ed) (1948; WH Anderson Co) part 1 ch 1; C Day, op cit 17; Laing, “Historic Origins of Admiralty Jurisdiction in England” (1946) 45 Michigan Law Review 163; R G Marsden (ed) Select Pleas in the Court of Admiralty (Reprint, 1953; Selden Society) vol 1; H G Selfridge, The Romance of Commerce (1918; The Bodley Head Compan); G J Mangone United States Admiralty Law (1997; Brill) ch 1; T L Mears “The History of Admiralty Jurisdiction” (1968) 2 Select Essays in Anglo-American Legal History 312; W F Oakeshott, op cit 2; R P Anand, Origin and Development of the Law of the Sea (1983; Nijhoff); M P Charlesworth, Trade Routes and Commerce of the Roman Empire (1974; Ares Publishers). . The lex maritima (as part of the lex mercatoria) dates back in an unwritten form to at least 3000BC, and in a written form as far back as 800BC, which served as a means of regulating and disposing of business disputes Ibid. This law was not the law of any one nation in particular. Rather it developed separately to, and independently of, national laws. As Justice Jackson stated in Lauritzen v Larsen, maritime law had “the force of law, not from extra-territorial reach of national laws, nor from abdication of its sovereign powers by any nation, but from acceptance by common consent of civilised communities of rules designed to foster amicable and workable commercial relations” Lauritzen v Larsen 345 US 571 (1953) at 581-582; 1953 AMC 1210 at 1218 . Importantly, this law pursued the aims of “stability, comity, forbearance, reciprocity and long-range national interest” in order to “avoid parochial national jealousies and competing laws governing international conduct, in particular commercial conduct”. J L Allsop “Maritime Law: The Nature and Importance of its International Character” (2010) 84(10) Australian Law Journal  681 at 691
16	Our region has been inextricably linked to maritime trade and commerce, and in turn to rules from the lex maritima, almost from its very beginning. Early historical accounts of Asian Pacific trading history, for example, indicate that by at least the Han Dynasty (200BC-200AD) maritime trade routes had been established within the South East Asian, Indo-Chinese, North Sumatran, Myanmar and South Indian regions, whilst land trade had expanded with the development of the Silk Road which eventually connected China, the Indian subcontinent, Persia, Europe, the Horn of Africa, and Arabia A Schottenhammer “The ‘‘China Seas’’ in world history: A general outline of the role of Chinese and East Asian maritime space from its origins to c. 1800” (2012) 1 Journal of Marine and Island Cultures (2012) 63–86; J Bentley, Old World Encounters: Cross-Cultural Contacts and Exchanges in Pre-Modern Times (1993; Oxford University Press); H G Selfridge, op cit 26. Furthermore, whereas Western Europe experienced a period of decline in trade and economic prosperity after the fall of the Western Roman Empire (where, until about the 12th century, commerce “was not the nature but an extraordinary activity” Oakeshott, op cit 2, at 72), trade in the Asia Pacific and Middle Eastern regions continued to expand, as nations explored new territories and new independent states emerged. Indeed up until about the 15th century world trade and cultural exchange was dominated by the maritime and land trade routes in the Middle East and Far East J L Abu-Lughod (1989), op cit 8; J L Abu-Lughod (1993) op cit 8. This is reflected, for example, in the comments of Ibn Battuta (a Tangiers-born lawyer, merchant and geographer of the 14th century) who described Calicut in South West India as one of the largest harbours in the world visited by men from China, Sumatra, Ceylon, the Maldives, Yemen, Persia and ‘all quarters’, and described “Zayton” in China as the largest harbour in the world with hundreds of vessels. Ibid; J L Allsop “International commercial law, maritime law and dispute resolution: the place of Australia, New Zealand and the Asia Pacific region in the coming years” (2007) 21(1) Australian and New Zealand Maritime Law Journal 1; G F Hourani, Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean (1951; Princeton University Press); K N Chaudhuri Trade and Civilisation in the Indian Ocean: An Economic History from the rise of Islam to 1750 (1985; Cambridge University Press); R K Mookerji, Indian Shipping: A History of the Sea-Borne Trade and Maritime Activity of the Indians from the Earliest Times (1912; Longmans, Green and Co) 
17	During this extended period (of over a millennium) of economic growth and international trade, the Asia Pacific region in turn developed its own lex maritima. Thus Sir Alexander Johnston (Third Chief Justice of Ceylon), when writing in about 1822 of the judicial and jurisprudential systems of the East, referred to the “maritime laws and usages as prevail respectively amongst all the different maritime people of Asia, consisting of Arabs, Maldivians, Malays, Hindoos and Chinese, who from time immemorial have had separate maritime laws and usages of their own” Sir Alexander Johnston “Administration of Justice in India—Sir Alexander Johnston's Plan of Reform” Law Magazine and Review: A Quarterly Journal of Jurisprudence 3(2) (1830), 581-593, at 590; Report from the Select Committee of the House of Commons on the Affairs of the East-India Company vol.4 “Judicial” (1833; JL Cox and Son) at 237 (Sir Alexander Johnston was called to give evidence before the House of Commons on 6 and 9 July 1832 regarding his time in office in Ceylon – see 186-252 of Report. This committee was appointed to report on the state of affairs of the East-India Company, and on the state of trade between Great Britain, the East-Indies, and China, and to report their observations to the House).. Sir Alexander Johnston later described this law as being comprised: “partly of Hindoo, partly of Malay, partly of Maldivian, partly of Persian, partly of Arabian, partly of Cingalese, and partly of Chinese origin; that a few of them are derived from the laws of Rhodes, Oleron, Itisbury, and the Consolato-del-Mare; some of which were introduced by the Arabs, from the Mediterranean, into the Indian seas, during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.” Ibid at 592 Unfortunately, although Sir Alexander proposed there to be an “authentic collection of all the maritime laws and usages of the different people of Asia” to enable judges in Great Britain to become acquainted with such laws, and to be able to enforce them Ibid at 591-492, such a collection does not appear to exist and, for the most part, the specific details of this law (and discussions about it) have been lost, and our understanding of lex maritima has instead been dominated by the customs developed in Europe See, in contrast, our knowledge of European maritime codes, from Athens, Rhodes, Rome, Trani, Amalfi, Pisa, Oleron, Wisby, and Barcelona: op cit 26. 
18	Today commercial customs and practices (in both a “trade usage” sense and more formalised lex mercatoria) continue to influence the approach of courts, merchants, and practitioners, in our region. Aspects of this can be seen, for example, in the law relating to international arbitration – governed today by instruments and international conventions such as the New York Convention and the UNCITRAL Model Law – which has been transformed into “transnational harmonised legislation” and which, like the lex maritima, has developed in a truly transnational, rather than national nature. The presence of such law is particularly significant for discussions of conflicts of law since, in the presence of a truly transnational, uniform, and universal law, such discussions need not arise. 
19	To turn to the evolution of theories of conflict of laws, the 11th and 12th centuries saw a rapid increase in population in Europe and the emergence and development of separate city-states, and commercial and political frameworks such as the Hanseatic League. Importantly this period also saw a shift in the approach of city-state legal systems – away from a focus on citizenship (where the applicability of law depended on a person’s status as a citizen or non-citizen) to a focus on the nature of the law itself and whether it required territorial or extra-territorial effect.  In turn, this increase in foreign trade and its diversification to include Arab states and South East Asia, created the potential for conflict of laws to re-emerge. A new principle was required to provide a rational basis for determining the relevant and applicable choice of law for a given scenario. 
20	From Italy in the 12th and 13th centuries, a principle of “statutism” developed. This required both the relevant law, and the person or thing to whom or which it was to be applied, to be interpreted by reference to its status as personal, real, or mixed. This determined whether the law had territorial or extra-territorial effect Ytenma, op cit 13, at 10-16; JR Paul (1991), op cit 13, at 12-14; J R Paul (2008), op cit 13, at 21-22; J H Dalhuisen Dalhuisen on Transnational, Comparative, Commercial, Financial and Trade Law Vol.1 (5th ed.) (2013; Hart Publishing) at 254-255; Wolff, op cit 22, at 21-27. To provide an illustration, in most cases where the law concerned property (real or chattel), then the applicable law would be that of the place where the property was situated. In contrast where a law referred to an attribute of a person (such as their marital status) then it would have extraterritorial effect, and foreign states would be expected to recognise and apply the law (the law would “follow the person”). The essential basis of this doctrine was the intention that there would be reciprocal treatment of local law by foreign courts to nationals overseas – that the law could have extra-territorial application and would be recognised by a foreign court. This approach to conflict of laws was commonly employed across much of continental Europe, including Italy, France, the Netherlands, Bavaria, and Germany E G Lorenzen, “Story’s Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws – One Hundred Years After” (1934) 48 Harvard Law Review 15, 17-18; Wolff, op cit 22, at 21-27, 31-32; for example, Statutism was adopted in the Maximilian Code of Bavaria of 1756 and in part by the Prussian Code of 1794.
21	The doctrine became complicated by the growing recognition of “party autonomy” in the 16th century, according to which the parties to a contract could choose the applicable law to govern their contractual dealings, and could in so doing transcend the authority of the law JR Paul (1991), op cit 12, at 14; Wolff, op cit 22, at 26. This development both reflected the desire of commercial parties during this time to exert a degree of control over the applicable law for their bargain, as well as their desire to know, with confidence, the law that would be applied to their dealings, in light of the fact that the statutist approach had at times produced arbitrary and contradictory conclusions Lorenzen, op cit 39, 18. Such commercial concerns remain relevant for today’s international legal framework, as can be seen in the increased use of “choice of forum” and “choice of law” clauses And their recognition in convention – Hague Choice of Court Convention 2005.  
22	Further complications arose from the emergence and development of national sovereignty from about the 16th century, in particular from the writings of Bodin who argued that each state must have absolute and perpetual sovereignty Ytenma, op cit 13, at 18-19; JR Paul (1991), op cit 13, at 14; J R Paul (2008), op cit 13, at 22. This created a conundrum for conflicts theorists. If it was true that all nations were regarded as sovereign (and therefore in complete control of their own territory, including the laws to be applied within it) how could it be that, under the doctrine of statutism, one country could expect its laws to be applied by another country (that its laws could have extra-territorial application)? 
23	It was comity that was used to reconcile this discord between sovereignty and extra-territoriality of laws. Jurists within the Dutch Republic were particularly concerned about this discord, having only recently (in 1581) asserted their independence from Spain Not finally recognised until the Peace of Westphalia in 1648, and having to now face the struggle of unifying the various Dutch provinces and justifying the application of foreign law by them, to ensure a degree of uniformity across the republic Ytenma, op cit 13, at 16-20; JR Paul (1991), op cit 13, at 14-17; J R Paul (2008), op cit 13, at 22-23; Lorenzen, op cit 39, at 16-17. Furthermore the Dutch Republic had at this time quickly emerged as a commercially centred, sea-faring society with a liberal attitude towards trade with foreigners, and in turn it became a strong participant in world trade in the 16th and 17th centuries. Conflict of laws between traders was thus an increasingly relevant consideration. 
24	The influential Dutch jurist Ulrich Huber contended in 1689 that the question of conflict of laws was essentially one concerning the administration of public affairs, with the appropriate enquiry being: What is it that different countries owe to each other? Ytenma, op cit 13, at 16-28; JR Paul (1991), op cit 13, at 14-17; J R Paul (2008), op cit 13, at 22-23; D McClean & V R Abou-Nigm (eds) Morris The Conflict of Laws (8th ed) (2012; Thomson Reuters) at 19-004-19-005; Dalhuisen, op cit 38, at 255; Wolff, op cit 22, at 27-28 Huber first rejected the approach of statutism and contended instead that all law was inherently territorial (with each State free to decide what law it would apply within its forum). He then argued that, as a matter of mutual respect, individual nations would uphold the rights and liabilities acquired by a person in a foreign jurisdiction. Such recognition was justified by Huber on the basis that matters of common practice between nations (international commerce and trade, and also the interests of justice) compelled there to be mutual indulgence by each nation, or otherwise “an infinite number of acts and contracts would each day become of no effect, nor could commerce by land and by sea subsist.” Ynetma, op cit 13 at 26 This recognition was, however, limited by the fact that foreign laws and rights would only retain their force so long as they do “not cause prejudice to the powers or rights of [another] government or of their subjects” Ulrich Huber De Conflictu Legum (as cited in Paul (2008), op cit 13, at 22). In addition such recognition was not the result of a binding international obligation, but rather was a matter of free will, in order to accord with the requirements of national sovereignty Note, however, some authors contend that it was an obligation. This may be in part due to its later interpretation within America.  
25	Ultimately comity was intended by Huber to pursue “the aspirational goal of doing justice in individual cases, as well as the practical goal of creating an international environment in which transnational commerce could flourish”. Calamita, op cit 14 at 617; Huber prefaced his discussion in De Conflictu Legum, with the following comment about the facts giving rise to a conflict of laws: “It often happens that transactions entered into in one place have force and effect in a different country or are judicially decided upon in another place. It is well known, furthermore, that after the breaking up of the provinces of the Roman Empire and the division of the Christian world into almost innumerable nations, being not subject one to the other, nor sharing the same mode of government, the laws of the different nations disagree in many respects.” – see I Getman-Pavlova “The concept of “comity” in Ulrich Huber’s conflict doctrine” (2013) Working Paper issued from National Research University Higher School of Economics (www.hse.ru/data/2013/03/27/1295682692/13LAW2013.pdf); Lorenzen, op cit 39 It was predominantly a theoretical doctrine (rather than a practical or prescriptive one), designed to justify why a sovereign nation would choose to forego exercising its own power and recognise another state’s power instead. Whilst Huber did develop general maxims for when foreign laws should be recognised for certain classes of cases, it was ultimately left to the domestic sovereign to determine whether recognition and effect should be granted in specific cases (although bearing in mind the overarching goals of comity – to foster justice and commerce). 
26	One can see clearly in this doctrine Huber’s desire to provide security to transactions in international commerce, perhaps in turn reflecting the Dutch Republic’s status at this time Yntema, op cit 13 at 19. In order to facilitate confidence in commercial dealings Huber called upon the Roman law ideas of ius gentium, and on pre-existing customary maritime and trade usage principles (lex mercatoria), in order to create a general legal principle which could form the basis for the recognition of foreign laws and foreign judgments Ibid at 29; Getman-Pavlova, op cit 50 at 4, 6-7; Huber in De Conflictu Legum stated: “The fundamental rules according to which this question should be decided must be found, however, in the Roman law itself. Although the matter belongs rather to the law of nations [jus gentium] than to the civil law, it is manifest that what the different nations observe among themselves belongs to the law of nations.”. In this way extraterritorial recognition of rights became a basic principle for international usage, but as a matter of discretion rather than as an obligation, in order to recognise that each nation had the right (based on its territorial sovereignty) to refuse to recognise foreign law, particularly where it would be antithetical to their own public policy interests. 
27	This idea spread. In Scotland Huber’s doctrine was cited in approval as early as 1711, where it was held to require “respect and civility, but not as excluding review”, with the further recognition that the principle was restricted to decrees “consonant to the law of nations” and which “contain nothing contradictory to the particular laws of that country where it is craved to be put in execution” Ursula Goddart v Sir John Swinton [1711] Brn 848; Decision of the Lords of Council and Session; note, there was earlier in 1706 a vague reference to Voet and Huber in relation to the effect of a foreign decree: Sir George Hamilton and Fleming of Farm, his Son-in-law and Assignee, v Sir James Calder of Muirton (1706) Mor. 2091. Notably the Court recognised the place of commerce in developing this doctrine, stating that the rule was “founded on great necessity and expediency, for the facilitating of trade and commerce, and for keeping up a good correspondence amongst independent nations” Ibid. By 1728, in Scotland the term “comity” had come to be adopted as a matter of course, with the Scottish Court of Sessions stating that “out of comity the Court of Session may give countenance to English decrees” Sir John Meres v The Company of Undertakers for raising the Thames Water in York Buildings [1728] Mor 8290. 
28	In England, by the 17th and 18th centuries, the influence of lex maritima, as well as the nation’s status as an important centre for maritime trade and commerce, had meant that ideas of “comity of nations” and “law of nations” were prevalent Such phrases appear within the English Reports as early as 1668. See, for example, Mellor v Spateman (1668) 1 WMS. Saunders 339; 85 E.R. 489 (in footnote (d)); and Burrows v Jemino (1726) 2 Strange 733; 93 E.R. 815; Wolff, op cit 22, argues that the idea of law of nations was introduced as early as 1607 (at 30); see also Jurado v Gregory 2 Keble 511; 84 ER 320, particularly within Admiralty courts. In 1678 Lord Nottingham stated that “it is against the law of nations not to give credit to the judgment and sentences of foreign countries…for what right hath one kingdom to reverse the judgment of another…and what confusion would follow in Christendom, if they should serve us so abroad, and give no credit to our sentences” In Cottington’s Case 2 Swans. 326; 36 ER 640. Comity was not, however, universally recognised. For instance, in 1778 Lord Hardwicke, as Chancellor, examined a Welsh decision “because the original decree was in the court of Wales, whose decisions were clearly liable to be examined”. Lord Mansfield recalled this event in Walker v. Witter (1778), 1 Doug. 1, at 6; 99 ER 1 at 5; referring to Lord Hardwicke in: Gage v. Bulkeley (1744) 3 Atk. 215 Ridgeway temp. Hardw. 263, at 264, 270, 273 (or 2 Ves.Sen. (Belt's Supp.) 409, at 410)  
29	It was the great Lord Mansfield who was instrumental in introducing comity into English law. Geyer v Aguilar (1798) 7 TR 680 at 695-696; 101 ER 1196 at 1204; Lord Chief Justice Kenyon himself refers to the fact that Lord Mansfield, upon coming to the Court (in 1756), had been referred to the doctrine of comity (in a domestic context) and had, after determining its accuracy, “always afterwards acted upon it”. It has likewise been said that “it was Lord Mansfield who was directly responsible for making the theories of Continental writers known to the English courts” – A E Anton “The introduction into English practice of continental theories on the conflict of laws” (1965) 5 International and Comparative Law Quarterly 534 at 535; D J Llewelyn Davies “The influence of Huber’s De Conflictu Legum on English Private International Law” (1937) 18 British Yearbook International Law 49, at 53-55
The phrase “comity” was first used by Lord Chief Justice Kenyon, in 1798, who stated that: “civilised nations profess to be governed by certain rules, and the comity due from the Courts in one country to those in another induces them to give credit to each other's acts”, although qualified by the statement that “if a foreign Court of Admiralty proceed on grounds contrary to the law of nations, their judgment ought not to have weight in the Courts of this country” Geyer v Aguilar (1798) 7 TR 680 at 695-696; 101 ER 1196 at 1204 Lord Mansfield was required, on a number of occasions during his time on the bench, to consider instances of conflicts of law and to determine whether English or foreign law should be applied. In such cases Lord Mansfield rejected the statutist approach (which dictated that the law follows a man everywhere) in favour of Huber’s statement that all law was inherently territorial For example, in Robinson v Bland (1760) 2 Burrow 1077; 97 E.R. 717; Somerset v Stewart (1772) 98 ER 499 (The Case of James Sommersett, 20 How. St. Tr. 1, 3–4 (K.B. 1772)); Holman v. Johnson (1775) 1 Cowp 341;  see also Llewelyn Davies, op cit 59, at 53-55, 61-63; A Anton, op cit 51, at 538-539. Furthermore he also demonstrated his willingness to uphold foreign judgments and decrees Bernardi v Motteux (1781) 2 Douglas 575; 99 E.R. 364: “The first principles are clear, and admitted. All the world are parties to a sentence of a Court of Admiralty… But the sentence, as to that which is within it, is conclusive against all persons, unless reversed by the regular Court of Appeal. It cannot be controverted, collaterally, in a civil suit.”; Barzillai v Lewis (1782) 3 Douglas 126; 99 E.R. 573: “The sentence of the French Court, whatever it means, is conclusive”. Lord Mansfield’s judgments during this period are relevant also for another reason – he was a champion of the harmonisation of commercial law and common law, and sought to bring commercial customs into the framework of the common law S T Lowry “Lord Mansfield and the Law Merchant: Law and Economics in the Eighteenth Century” (1973) 7(4) Journal of Economic Issues 605. Thus in a number of commercial cases Lord Mansfield determined that it was the “law of nations” and the lex mercatoria which provided the governing law (in a similar vein to ius gentium) For example, in Goss v Withers (1758) 2 Burrow 683; 97 ER 511, Lord Mansfield is recorded as having observed, generally, “that a large field of argument had been entered into; and that it would be necessary to consider the law of nations, our own laws, and Acts of Parliament; and also the law and custom of merchants, which make a part of our laws”, and of making reference to Rhodian law and the laws of Oleron in the context of stating that “all provincial laws allow the power of abandoning”; in Luke et Al’ v Lyde (1759) 2 Burrow 882
97 E.R. 614 Mansfield stated that: “as the maritime law is not the law of a particular country, but the general law of nations…  I find by the ancientest laws in the world (the Rhodian laws,) that the master shall have a rateable proportion, where he is in no fault. And Consolato del Mere, a Spanish book, is also agreeable thereto. Ever since the laws of Oleron, it has been settled thus. In the Usages and Customs of the Sea, (a French book,) with observations thereon, the fourth article of the laws of Oleron”; see also: Heylyn v Adamson (1758) 2 Burrow 669; 97 ER 503; Edie v East-India Company (1761) 2 Burrow 1216;97 E.R. 797; Hamilton v Medes (1761) 2 Burrow 1198; 97 ER 787; Triquet v  Bath (1764) 3 Burrows 1478; 97 ER 936; Lockwood v Dr Coysgarne (1765) 3 Burrow 1676; 97 ER 1041; Ricord v Bettenham (1765) 3 Burrow 1734; 97 E.R. 1071; Pillans v van Mierop (1765) 3 Burrow 1663; 97 E.R. 1035; Heathfield v Chilton (1767) 4 Burrow 2015; 98 ER 50; Vallezjo and Echalai v Wheeler (1774) Lofft 631; 98 E.R. 836; Pawson v Watson (1778) 2 Cowper 785; 98 E.R. 1361; Le Caux v Eden (1781) 2 Douglas 594; Cornu v Blackburne (1781) 2 Douglas 641; 99 E.R. 406; Mayne v Walter (1782) 3 Douglas 79; 99 E.R. 548; Le Caux V. Eden (1781) 2 Doug. 594; 99 E.R. 375, and that it was upon that basis that matters of conflict with foreign law should be resolved. These statements in turn were intended to facilitate international trade and commerce.
30	Importantly Lord Mansfield, although supporting comity and the recognition of foreign law and judgments, also noted that limitations must be made upon such recognition and, to that end, emphasised the importance of public policy in the exceptions to comity. This is seen clearly in one of his most famous cases – Somerset v Stewart (1772) 98 ER Rep 499 (KB); A J Sebok “Legal Positivism and American Slave Law: The Case of Chief Justice Shaw” in D Dyzenhaus (ed) Recrafting the Rule of Law: The Limits of Legal Order (1999; Hart Publishing) at 114-115. The case involved a situation of conflict of laws: Should Somerset’s status as a slave under American law be given extra-territorial effect in England? Was it a legal status which followed him to England and could have legal force there? The argument was put that, on the basis of comity, England should uphold that status. Lord Mansfield rejected this argument, stating that the “state of slavery is of such a nature that it is incapable of being introduced on any reasons, moral or political, but only by positive law…Whatever inconveniences, therefore, may follow from the decision, I cannot say this case is allowed or approved by the law of England”. (1772) 98 ER Rep 499 (KB) at 509; Paul (1991), op cit 13, at 17-19; Paul (2008), op cit 13, at 23-24: “Mansfield held that a British court could not be required to recognize the property rights of a U.S. slaveholder in his slave. Mansfield opined that slavery ‘is incapable of being introduced on any reasons, moral or political.’ Slavery was ‘so odious, that nothing can be suffered to support it, but positive law.’ Mansfield viewed comity as discretionary; courts should apply foreign law except to the extent that it conflicted with principles of natural justice or public policy, such as the prohibition against the slave trade” In doing so Lord Mansfield provided a clear example of the fact that comity did not oblige one nation to apply the laws of another, but rather that “[e]very nation must be the final judge for itself, not only of the nature and extent of the duty, but of the occasions, on which its exercise may be justly demanded.” J Story Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws, Foreign and Domestic, in Regard to Contracts, Rights and Remedies, and Especially in regard to Marriages Divorces Wills Successions and Judgments (1834; Hilliard, Gray and Co) at §34; Calamita, op cit 14
31	More overt recognition of the principle of comity, and its place within the conflict of laws discussion, developed in the 19th century in America following the publication of Joseph Story’s 1834 commentary Conflict of Laws J Story, op cit 66. This work represented the first truly comprehensive extra-judicial exposition in Anglo-American law on the subject Lorenzen, op cit 39, at 19: The most extensive English work on the subject was Jabez Henry’s work, The Judgment of the Court of Demerara in the Case of Odwin v Forbes (1823). In the United States, Samuel Livermore published his work, Dissertations on Questions Which Arise from the Contrariety of the Positive Laws of Different States and Nations (1828), and see also Kent’s Commentaries (vol.2); R K Newmyer, Joseph Story: Statesman of the New Republic (1985; University of North Carolina Press) at 296; G Kegel, “Story and Savigny” (1989) 37 American Journal of Comparative Law 39; Llewelyn Davies, op cit 59; AE Anton, op cit 59, and served both to formalise the doctrine of comity and to reject the statutist method (which had continued to form the basis of numerous academic writings prior to Story Lorenzen, op cit 39, at 28-29; Story, op cit 66, at 10-18). It later became regarded as an authoritative work on the topic within both America and England Lorenzen, op cit 39, at 27-28 cites Burge: “His Treatise on the conflict of laws…is cited by English judges with the high commendation it so justly merits”, Harrison: “from the date of its appearance hardly a single case on this subject in America or in England, and perhaps few on the Continent, have ever been decided without some reference to [it]”; Foelix: “We have not hesitated to adopt this doctrine, and we have followed it throughout our work”; and Savigny: “extremely useful, as a rich collection of materials for every inquirer”. 
32	In his commentary Story rejected the suggestion (from authors such as Livermore Livermore, op cit 16, at 26 ) that international law (the law of nations) imposed an obligation upon courts to apply foreign law, and argued instead that the courts were given a freedom and discretion to apply or not apply foreign law Lorenzen, op cit 39, at 34-35; Story, op cit 66, ch1-2 (in particular §22, 47(2), 80.. In doing so Story expressly adopted the notion of comity as developed by Huber Story, op cit 66, at §29-38; Getman-Pavlova, op cit 50 , and focused the doctrine upon a concern to do justice, stating that it was based on: 
“mutual interest and utility; from the sense of the inconveniences which would arise from a contrary doctrine; and from a sort of moral necessity to do justice in order that justice may be done to us in return…There is then not only no impropriety in the use of the phrase “comity of nations”, but it is the most appropriate phrase to express the true foundation and extent of the obligation of the laws of one nation within the territories of another. It is derived altogether from the voluntary consent of the latter” Story, op cit 66, at § 34-36. 
33	Like his predecessors, Story also noted that comity did not require a state to recognise foreign law where that would be prejudicial to its own interests That comity is “inadmissible when it is contrary to its known policy or prejudicial to its interests” : Story, op cit 66, at § 34-36. Notably Story also made reference to decisions of Justice Mansfield Including Somerset v Steward (1772) 98 ER 499 and Robinson v Bland 2 Burr R 1077; 97 ER 717 (KB) and concluded that the doctrine of comity had already, by that time, been sanctioned in England and America Story, op cit 66, §31. Story’s work was later adopted by the United States’ Supreme Court in 1839 in Bank of Augusta v Earle (Story being a justice of the Court). 38 US (13 Pet) 519 (1839).   
34	Ultimately Story sought to rely on comity “as a means of reconciling notions of absolute territorial sovereignty” and “laws within a nation’s territory”, and the conflict of laws brought about through travel and commerce between several States. Childress, op cit 13, at 23; Story, op cit 66, at 7-8, and 19-22 notes that all law is inherently territorial and therefore that any recognition outside those jurisdictional limits (any extra-territorial application) is dependent on respect being shown by other nations, based on joint concern for “common convenience and mutual necessities” (§7) This subject was particularly pertinent for its American audience in light of the significant degree of legal distinction between the various StatesR K Newmyer, op cit 68, at 296; Story, op cit 66, at 9 (§9) , as well as the fact that the nation was an increasing participant in international commerce (Story, for example, noted that “commerce is now so absolutely universal among all countries…that without some common principles…there would be utter confusion of rights and remedies” Story, op cit 66, at 5 (§4)). 
35	Together these three jurists – Huber, Mansfield, and Story – can be regarded as the founders of the modern principles of comity and as articulating the basic ideas upon which the doctrine continues to operate today. What these three can be seen to have in common is a commitment to protecting and affirming the law of the forum and of the territorial sovereignty of each nation, by declaring first, that foreign law would only be recognised “in the absence of conflict with public policy or the rights of citizens of the forum” Paul (1991), op cit 13, at 24 and secondly, that such recognition was based on mutual respect for the needs of justice and commerce, rather than on a sense of obligation. In addition they each demonstrated a commitment to facilitating trading relations between independent nations and provinces and to providing a sense of security for commercial parties (to replace the previously arbitrary and uncertain approach of statutism). 
COMITY TODAY
36	How then has the doctrine continued to develop in the 181 years since Story’s Conflict of Laws commentary was written? In particular, how have these theoretical and early ideas been applied in modern practice? Does comity still bear these features or has it changed in the ensuing process of interpretation and application?
37	Comity is, at its heart, a recognition that respect for territorial sovereignty should not indiscriminately interfere with or obstruct the provision of justice or participation in international commerce. How that principle has been translated into specific and practical legal procedures or rules – whether as the basis for enforcement of foreign judgments or awards, management of cross-border insolvency, or determination of the appropriate seat for the hearing of a matter – should not obscure the fundamental bases and justification which comity provides for why foreign courts should cooperate, namely: justice and commerce. In some cases, comity as applied in practice bears little superficial resemblance to the doctrine as originally described by Huber. Sometimes its use, interpretation, and evolution is disjointed, but at its root, it is a respect for justice and commerce. 
38	It needs to be recalled that comity, as originally conceived, was designed to serve as a legal principle (an overarching norm and a philosophical legal theory) and not as a defined set of rules. Comity is, in truth, a “little understood concept…upon which so much depends, and which is often more a matter of legal fiction than of reality or principle” Chief Justice McEachern of the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Amchem Products Inc v. Workers' Compensation Board (1990) 75 DLR (4th) 1, 9; A Bell Forum Shopping and Venue in Transnational Litigation (2003; Oxford University Press) at 235 .
Comity as “reciprocity”
39	One of the major developments of comity has been its reinterpretation as a doctrine based on reciprocity, particularly within the context of its application to the recognition and enforcement of foreign awards and decrees. This reinterpretation can been traced back to 1895 in the decision of Hilton v Guyot 159 US 113 (1895); Some authors have suggested that this reinterpretation occurred even earlier than this, and that elements of reciprocity could be seen as implied within Huber and Story’s works on comity. E.g. see L B Childs “Shaky Foundations: Criticisms of Reciprocity and the Distinction between Public and Private International Law” (2006) 38 International Law and Politics 221. However, generally Hilton is regarded as the most influential source of comity as reciprocity where the United States’ Supreme Court stated that: “there is a distinct and independent ground upon which we are satisfied that the comity of our nation does not require us to give conclusive effect to the judgments of the courts of France; and that ground is the want of reciprocity, on the part of France, as to the effect to be given to the judgments of this and other foreign countries.” 159 US 113 (1895) at 210 (see generally 210-229); the Court made explicit reference to Story’s Commentary: “ The prediction of Mr. Justice Story in section 618 of his Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws, already cited, has thus been fulfilled, and the rule of reciprocity has worked itself firmly into the structure of international jurisprudence.” (at 227); see also early references to the idea of reciprocity in cases such as Bradstreet v. Insurance Co. (1839) 3 Sumn. 600, 608, 609, Fed. Cas. No. 1,793; De Brimont v. Penniman (1873) 10 Blatchf. 436, 441, Fed. Cas. No. 3,715; Burnham v Webster (1846) 1 Woodb. & M. 172, Fed. Cas. No. 2,179 Later the Court indicated that it had proceeded upon “the broad ground that international law is founded upon mutuality and reciprocity, and that by the principles of international law recognized in most civilised nations, and by the comity of our own country, which it is our judicial duty to know and to declare, the judgment is not entitled to be considered conclusive”. 159 US 113 (1895) at 228  In Hilton v Guyot the Court had initially defined comity more generally as the “recognition which one nation allows within its territory to the legislative, executive or judicial acts of another nation, having due regard both to international duty and convenience, and to the rights of its own citizens, or of other persons who are under the protections of its laws”. 
40	Perhaps the use of reciprocity by the Court was not intended as a redefinition of comity, but merely as a particular application of the “public policy” exception to it – a lack of reciprocity being a discretionary basis upon which the Court could decide that comity did not require recognition in this specific context. This, however, is not how this decision has generally been interpreted Curiously in other areas, such as cross-border insolvency, courts have been prepared to refer only to Hilton’s more general formulation of comity and to ignore its comments on reciprocity (to be discussed below). Instead, following Hilton, there has been a tendency globally to require reciprocity before foreign judgments and arbitral awards will be recognised, creating both a change in practice and in the interpretation given to comity For example: Australia (Foreign Judgments Act 1991 (Cth) s5); Austria (Enforcement Act Article 80); Japan (Code of Civil Procedure, Minji Soshou Hou, Article 200(4)); Korea (Code of Civil Procedure, Article 203); Taiwan (Code of Civil Procedure, Article 402) – see D Campbell (ed) Enforcement of Foreign Judgments (1997; LLP Limited). This reinterpretation has shifted the focus and moving force of comity – whereas previously the question was: Will enforcing this law be prejudicial to or impair my interests? Now the question is: Will this other country also enforce my law? Previously the desire was to ensure that commerce and trade could be facilitated, now the desire is to reflect diplomatic relations. It has been argued that this perception that comity depends on reciprocity was a major reason why the doctrine was in modern times criticised and rejected in England and why instead the “law of the forum” has replaced comity as the basis for international conflicts law in much of Europe L Collins “Comity in Modern Private International Law” in Reform and development of Private International Law J Fawcett (ed) (2002; Oxford University Press). 
41	American courts themselves have also been critical of this reinterpretation, with the New York Court of Appeals ruling in 1926 that the “imposition of a judgments reciprocity requirement would impermissibly impose national prerogatives on otherwise private disputes” and arguing that “Comity is not a rule of law, but it is a rule of ‘practice, convenience and expediency. It is something more than mere courtesy, which implies only deference to the opinion of others, since it has a substantial value in securing uniformity of decision, and discouraging repeated litigation of the same question’…[and] therefore rests, not on the basis of reciprocity, but rather upon the persuasiveness of the foreign judgment”. Johnston v. Compagnie Gernale Transatlantique, (1926) 152 N.E. 121, 123; 242 NY 381, 387 (per Pound J, Hiscock CJ, Cardozo, McLaughlin, Crane, Andrews and Lehman JJ concurring); see also Cowans v. Ticonderoga Pulp & Paper Co., 219 N.Y.S. 284 (1927) By persuasiveness the Court was referring to whether the foreign Court had “judicially, honestly, and with full jurisdiction and with the intention to arrive at the right conclusion” Ibid enquired into the facts of the case. Likewise scholars have argued that reciprocity “is a political rather than legal question” A C Rounds, “Injunctions Against Liquor Nuisances” (1896) 9Harvard Law Reveiw521, 530; “Recent Decisions – Conflicts of Laws: Doctrine of Hilton v. Guyot” (1926) 26 Columbia Law Review 892, at 893; “Recent Cases, Conflict of Laws: conclusiveness of Foreign Judgment” (1925) 38 Harvard Law Review 678, at 683; L B Childs, op cit 84 at 272-273 and therefore should not be the basis for determining whether foreign law should be recognised For example, the authors of the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws (1971) at § 98; and Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law of the United States (1987) at §481-482, predicted the demise of reciprocity . Much of this criticism appears to stem from commercial concerns, as well as support for the principle of party autonomy, on the basis that a failure (or unwillingness) to recognise and enforce foreign decisions would create additional and unnecessary expense, uncertainty and delay for commercial parties The Hon Justice J Spigelman “Transaction Costs” (2006) 80 Australian Law Journal 438.
42	Relevantly, the discussion by the New York Court of Appeals in Johnston of the elements of the notion of “persuasiveness”, also provides the foundation for the doctrine of comity to allow for the examination of the judgments of foreign courts, for instance in considering the place of seat and enforcement courts in international commercial arbitration. 
43	Further, reciprocity, as a developed law of practice, rather misses the point of the theory of comity – or at least it appears to have done so, in its application. The very point, the essential concern, for which comity was developed was a desire to understand and justify why foreign law (and decrees) should be applied and have force domestically. It is to be remembered that comity never demanded an automatic or unexamined application – it did not operate as a matter of obligation. Comity justifies recognition of foreign law on the basis of fairness, justice, commerce, and respect between courts Cf M D. Ramsey “Escaping "International Comity” (1998) 83 Iowa Law Review 893, at 899. Reciprocity would seek to justify it on the basis of acting in kind and as promoting mutual exchange. 
44	Despite such criticisms, this conception of comity has become an influential form in modern law, being the defining criteria by which most nations agree to give effect to foreign judgments and foreign arbitral awards, as well as a prevailing feature within international instruments relating to such enforcement. The principle of comity as expressed in Hilton v Guyot also continues to be cited within numerous decisions in the British Commonwealth and United States L Collins, op cit 89; although as noted above many of these citations refer only to the general formulation of comity and not to its reference to reciprocity . The pervasiveness of this change in definition of comity is further reflected in the comments of Dr Cheshire, writing in 1961, who criticised the concept of comity on the basis that it is “incompatible with the judicial function, for comity is a matter for sovereigns…moreover if courtesy formed the basis of private international law a judge might feel compelled to ignore the law of Utopia upon proof that Utopian courts apply no law but their own, since comity implies a bilateral, not a unilateral, relationship” Ibid at 91-92. In Dr Cheshire’s view (and many others) comity is now equivalent to or dependent on reciprocity. Whether this reconceptualisation is fair (or even truly accurate) may be debated. The fact that it is prevalent, however, needs to be acknowledged and considered. 
45	In the case of international arbitration, reciprocity is expressly recognised and supported in the foundational modern international text – the New York Convention 1958. This text specifically provides that contracting States may, “on the basis of reciprocity”, choose to only recognise and enforce awards made in another Contracting State Article 1(3) New York Convention; it has also been regarded as implied in Articles X, XI and XIV. Tellingly, of the 156 contracting parties to this Convention, more than half have adopted such an approach See: New York Arbitration Centre “Contracting States”: www.newyorkconvention.org/countries. Whilst the practical significance of this has diminished somewhat over the last 50 years (as more and more States have ratified the Convention), it does reflect the pervasiveness of reciprocity as a theoretical underpinning of public and private international law N C Port, D Otto, P Nacimiento & H Kronke Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards: A Global Commentary on the NY Convention (2010; Kluwer Law International). Through this hugely important Convention the notion of reciprocity as a relevant factor in relation to the recognition and enforcement of foreign decrees has also been reintroduced to nations (such as England) who had previously rejected it.
46	On the other hand, the 1985 UNCITRAL Model Law on Arbitration (as amended in 2006) explicitly rejects reciprocity as a basis for recognition of foreign awards. In the Commentary the seat of arbitration is said merely to be a reflection of a choice of convenience by the parties, and should not be a sufficient reason to hinder commercial practices Commentary UNCITRAL Model Law on Arbitration; page 36-37, chapter 8 . In some respects this Model Law is more consistent with the original ideals of comity – that, in the interests of justice and facilitation of commerce, countries should, as a matter of respect, recognise and enforce foreign law, with the only exception being for reasons of public policy or prejudice The exceptions in Article 36 Model Law are in a similar vein to this. Interestingly 69 states have adopted the Model Law (each of whom had previously adopted the New York Convention), and of those states 41 had previously, under the New York Convention, indicated that they would only enforce awards where there was reciprocity See UNCITRAL “Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration (1985) Status” www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/arbitration/1985Model_arbitration_status.html . 
47	With regards to the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments, most countries, through their domestic legislation, require reciprocity before foreign judgments will automatically be enforced. Where reciprocity is not present, parties seeking to enforce judgments must resort to the ordinary law. An attempt to reduce the uncertainty and risk associated with such a system has recently been made in the Hague Conference Choice of Court Convention which would operate in a similar manner to the New York Convention – under articles 8 and 9 any judgment rendered by the chosen court must be recognised and enforced by other Contracting States, except where a ground for refusal applies. Again, this Convention incorporates reciprocity as the basis for judicial assistance; and is intended both to protect party autonomy and to provide greater predictability and certainty in international trade and commerce M Keyes “Jurisdiction under the Hague Choice of Court Convention: Its likely impact on Australian practice” (2009) 5 Journal of Private International Law 181-211, see “Part D: The Jurisdictional Principles in the Hague Choice of Courts Convention”; A Schultz, “The Hague Convention of 30 June 2005 on Choice of Court Agreements” (2006) 8 European Journal of Law Reform 77, 92  . For now however this Convention has limited influence, having only come into operation on 1 October 2015 after its ratification by the European Union and Mexico.
Comity as “obligation”
48	Comity has also been reinterpreted as a source of obligation. In England commentators rejected the American reliance on notions of “reciprocity”, with Dicey for example stating in 1896 that “if…comity is meant to imply that, to take a concrete case, when English judges apply French law, they do so out of courtesy to the French Republic, then the term comity is used to cover a view which, if really held by any serious thinker, affords a singular specimen of confusion of thought produced by laxity of language” Dicey, op cit 10, at 10. This wariness of reciprocity continues today, with the Court in Adams v Cape Industries plc, for example, rejecting comity as the prevailing doctrine for the recognition of foreign judgments on the basis that England will not limit its jurisdiction only to circumstances where there is reciprocity Adams v Cape Industries plc [1990] Ch. 433 at 552-553. 
49	In England the enforcement of foreign judgments and decrees came to be justified not on the basis of reciprocity or comity, but because a foreign competent court had imposed a duty or obligation on the defendant, and that domestic courts were accordingly bound to enforce such a duty and obligation, just as they would enforce an obligation arising under contract (as an action on the debt). Russel v. Smith (1842) 9 M & W 810; 152 ER 323 at 347; Schibsby v. Westenholz (1870) 6 L.R.(Q.B) 155 at 159; F Juenger, “The Recognition of Money Judgements In Civil and Commercial Matters” (1988) 36 American Journal of Comparative Law 1, 10-11;L Collins, op cit 89; J McDermott “A Survey of Methods for the Enforcement of Foreign Judgments and Foreign Arbitral Awards in the Asia-Pacific Region” (1989) 12(1) Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Review 114 at 115-116; Dicey, Morris & Collins, op cit 13, at 1-008-1-019, see also chapter 14.2 on Enforcement and Recognition of foreign judgments at common law Anything which negatives that duty or which forms a legal excuse for not performing it would be a defence to the action. This approach eliminates the need to seek reciprocity. PM North & JJ Fawcett, Cheshire and North Private International Law (12th ed) (1992; Butterworths) at 346; L Collins, op cit 89
50	Whether this approach is accurately characterised as a reinterpretation of comity or as a replacement for comity may be debated. In a modern context, one significant thing to note about “obligation” is that its rules often play a role alongside “reciprocity”, with common law jurisdictions resorting to the rules of obligation where there is no international or statutory arrangement (such as the New York Convention), and no relevant treaty, which would otherwise provide for the automatic, reciprocal recognition of foreign judgments and decrees. Thus, to some degree, whilst the rules of obligation may have originally been intended as an alternative or replacement to comity (and, thus as a separate doctrine of law), in some respects the two now work jointly.
51	More importantly, if one returns to the original conception of comity – as a principle justifying the application of foreign law by reference to the interests of justice and commerce (and not as a principle concerning reciprocity) – then the law of obligations which has developed does not seem so divorced from it. In particular, both “obligation” and “comity” have drawn upon the Roman concept of ius gentium to justify why rights and liabilities arising within one territory (and which therefore would ordinarily be restricted in their application to that territory) should be recognised and enforced elsewhere – one has utilised terms such as “mutual respect” and “assistance”, the other terms of “legal obligation” or “moral obligation”. Furthermore both recognise that in certain cases, interests such as public policy may require that foreign decrees not be given force or recognition Juenger, op cit 107, at 11-12, 21-23; Ytenma, op cit 13; JR Paul (1991), op cit 13; J R Paul (2008), op cit 13; Lorenzen, op cit 39; Lorenzen “Territoriality, Public Policy and the Conflict of Laws” (1924) Yale Law Research Series Faculty Scholarship Series Paper 4575; . 
52	It is unfortunate, in this respect, that the place of reciprocity in American jurisprudence has had such a far reaching impact that academics and jurists have conceived the common law of obligation and notion of comity as being diametrically opposed. Even in the last few years this misconception about comity has persisted. One academic, for example, recently argued that comity should, in line with modern practice, no longer be seen as a principle “promoting or expecting reciprocity of treatment from foreign courts”, but rather that it be reinterpreted as “a judicial approach which accords significant deference to the judgments of foreign courts in the context of local recognition and enforcement”  J Turner “Enforcing Foreign Judgments at Common Law in New Zealand: Is the Concept of Comity Still Relevant?” (2013) New Zealand Law Review 653 at 654. The irony in this of course is that this “reinterpretation” is really, in truth, a return to the expression of the matter in the 17th century by Ulrich Huber himself; it is a return to the original foundations of comity, not a pioneering, modern conception of it. 
53	Nevertheless we should acknowledge the fact that English commentators (along with others) have, over the past few decades, increasingly come to accept that comity (as so understood) has an enduring role in public and private international law (and in judicial decision-making in this area), and that they have accordingly shifted away from Dicey’s staunchly critical stance on the matter L Collins, op cit 89; A Briggs Principle of Comity in Private International Law in Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law vol.354 (2012; Martinus Nijhoff Publishers); Dicey, Morris & Collins, op cit 13, at 1-008-1-017; J Turner, op cit 110. Likewise it must be seen as positive that common law courts over the past 30 years have actively cited and endorsed the concept of comity as understood by Huber, Mansfield and Story, with the English Court of Appeal noting, for example, in 1984 that comity involves “good neighbourliness, common courtesy and mutual respect between those who labour in adjoining judicial vineyards” British Airways Board v Laker Airways Ltd [1984] 1 QB 142 (CA) at 185–186; see also Felixstowe Dock & Railway Co v United States Lines Inc [1989] 1 QB 360 at 376; Adams v Cape Industries Plc [1990] Ch 433 at 552; Barclays Bank plc v Homan [1993] BCLC 680 (Ch) at 688; Airbus Industrie GIE v Patel [1999] 1 AC 119 . When this is so acknowledged then the doctrine of obligation may be more properly seen not as a concept opposed to comity or designed to replace it, but rather as the reflection of rules of practice developed by the common law for the application of comity to the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments. Likewise the defences developed by the common law in this area may be seen as the particular application of the comity defence of “public policy”.
Comity as “the seat” or “natural forum”
54	Another area of modern law that has a connection with comity, and which in turn may benefit from a consideration of the principle, is the debate regarding the appropriate “seat” or “forum” for a matter – a topic of particular relevance to the issue of anti-suit injunctions, to the practice of forum shopping by parties, and to the working out of the proper relationship between the seat and enforcement courts in international commercial arbitration.  
55	Whereas England distinguished comity by reference to obligation, continental Europe distinguished it by reference to the “seat” of the legal relationship, in line with the commentary of Friedrich von Savigny In his 1849 eighth volume of System of Current Roman Law – see F C von Savigny, op cit 12, at 68-76  whose work dominated discussions of conflicts of law in Europe (and, in turn, in civil law) Dalhuisen, op cit 38; Lorenzen, op cit 39, at 31-32; R Michaels “Globalizing Savigny? The State in Savigny’s Private International Law and the Challenge of Europeanization and Globalization” (2005) Duke Law School Legal Studies Research Paper No.74 at 8; Wolff, op cit 21, at 34-37. Like Mansfield and Story, Savigny rejected statutism and supported the principle of independent sovereignty as expressed in Huber’s proposition that all law was inherently territorial von Savigny, op cit 12, at 68; noting that this did not cause the law to revert to a Roman distinction between the law for Romans and for foreigners (ius civile versus ius gentium; rather there was legal equality between natives and foreigners),. Furthermore he also contended that in certain situations Courts should respect and give weight to foreign laws and decisions, justifying it on the basis of expediency and by reference to the fact that there were increasing relations (through commerce and trade) between foreign nations. 
56	However Savigny was critical of the notion that conflicts could be settled by a principle based on “mere generosity or arbitrarily will, which would imply that it was also uncertain and temporary” Ibid at 70-71. In particular, he was critical of a system in which the States voluntarily applied foreign law or based such recognition upon “respect”. Instead Savigny contended that a set of uniform, binding rules should be developed, derived from the “international common law of nations” (based on existing customary law). These rules could in turn be applied by the Courts to determine the relevant “seat” for the legal relationship and dispute (through an analysis of the private connections involved in the case) and therefore the appropriate law to be applied, in recognition that “the same legal relations have to expect the same decision whether the judgment be pronounced in this state or in that” von Savigny, op cit 12, at 68-69; G Handl. J Zekoll & P Zumbanse (eds) Beyond Territoriality: Transnational Legal Authority in an Age of Globalization (2012; Nijhoff) at 36-37; Wolff, op cit 22, at 35;
von Savigny was concerned with determining “for every legal relation that law to which, in its proper nature, it belongs or is subject” (von Savigny, op cit 12, at 70, 133). . In turn Savigny argued that such a system would allow rules of conflict of laws to develop on a universal and objective basis, and that it would guarantee uniform and fair results G R Shreve & H Buxbaum A Conflict of Laws Anthology (2nd ed) (2012; LexisNexis) at 19-23; Dalhuisen, op cit 37, section 2.1.1. Relevantly, the particular concern in Europe was to justify deference in terms of territorial or personal connections, rather than sovereign “interests” C Ryngaert Jurisdiction in International Law (2nd ed) (2015; Oxford University Press) at 173-175.
57	What is important to note is that whilst Savigny may have been critical of the deferential nature of comity, he was not critical of its underlying aim – that of determining, in a particular case, whether foreign law should be applied instead of domestic law, and of seeking to foster commercial relations. Rather this theory aimed to extend comity beyond a mere consideration of whether a State should allow foreign law and decrees to have extra-territorial application, to also include a consideration of whether a State should refuse to exercise its possible jurisdiction over a matter, on the basis that the case has greater connection with a foreign jurisdiction. In this respect Savigny’s work may be seen as an attempt to broaden comity to include jurisdictional analysis, and to develop practical rules for such an analysis. 
58	Ultimately Savigny’s attempt to develop a series of uniform and binding rules failed to materialise. However the idea of determining and identifying the “proper law” to be applied, in circumstances of competing jurisdictions, has remained. In Europe it is apparent in the application of a test of “effective and significant connection between the regulating state and the activity to be regulated”. In England (and other common law countries) it may be argued that Savigny’s ideas have been picked up in principles such as “forum non conveniens” and the “natural or proper forum” Societe du Gaz de Paris v Societe Anonyme de Navigation ‘Les Armaterus Francais (1926) SC (HL) 13; although it may be arguably much older than this – see for example Willendson v. Forsoket [29 Fed Cas 1283 (DC Pa 1801)] (No 17,682) where a federal district court in Pennsylvania declined to exercise jurisdiction over a Danish sea captain who was being sued for back wages by a Danish seaman, stating that "[i]f any differences should hereafter arise, it must be settled by a Danish tribunal." In Scotland, the concept is first recorded in MacMaster v. MacMaster (Judgment of 7 June 1833, Sess, Scot 11 Sess Cas, First Series 685.); A Bell, op cit 82 at 89; W M Finch “Forum conveniens and forum non conveniens – judicial discretion and the appropriate forum” (1990) 6 Queensland University of Technology Law Journal 67; M Keyes Jurisdiction in International Litigation ((2005; Federation Press) at 191-192; Dicey, Morris & Collins, op cit 13, chapter 12 on forum non conveniens, according to which the Court is required to consider either whether it is a “clearly inappropriate forum” Oceanic Sun Line Special Shipping Co Inc v Fay (1988) 165 CLR 197; Voth v Manildra Flour Mills Pty Ltd (1990) 171 CLR 538; Garsec v His Majesty The Sultan of Brunei (2008) 250 ALR 682; CMA CGM SA v Ship ‘Chou Shan’ [2014] FCAFC 90; 311 ALR 234 or what is the jurisdiction in which the case would most suitably be tried  Spiliada Maritime Corporation v Cansulex Ltd [1987] AC 460 . Meanwhile aspects of this idea may have been picked up in America within the notion of reasonableness in exercising one’s jurisdiction (to be discussed shortly). Together these modern doctrines reflect a concern for circumstances where courts may refuse to exercise jurisdiction which they would otherwise be entitled to exert it.
59	Discussion of the appropriate forum as the place or ‘seat’ of a dispute has gained even greater attention in recent years (and, in turn, has created greater challenges) due to changes in commercial practices, including the influence of globalisation and the rise in transnational litigation and commerce, and the growth in number and influence of multinational corporations W M Finch, op cit 120. These commercial realities have meant that more often than not multiple jurisdictions may be able legitimately to claim to be the natural forum, or to have a significant connection with the matter. Likewise it has made it more likely that parties might institute parallel proceedings or seek to have a matter restrained (through anti-suit injunctions, and stay of proceedings)  Ibid; The Hon Justice S Rares, “International arbitration of admiralty and maritime disputes in Australia” (2009) Federal Judicial Scholarship 14; Enercon GmbH v Enercon (India) Ltd [2012] EWHC 689 (Comm); A Bell, op cit 83; Eric Roberson, “Comity Be Damned: The Use of Anti-Suit Injunctions Against the Courts of a Foreign Nation” (1998) 147 University Pennsylvania Law Review 409 at 413-14; D Tan “Anti-Suit Injunctions and the Vexing Problem of Comity” (2005) 45(2) Virginia Journal of International Law 283 on the basis that it should be heard elsewhere. Moreover it has become common practice amongst commercial parties to include choice of court, choice of forum, or choice of law clauses within their contracts (and thereby to seek to determine for themselves what will be considered the appropriate seat, venue, or jurisdiction). This, in turn, has reintroduced the question of party autonomy into the jurisdictional analysis, and raised the question of whether “party consent” may legitimately be seen as a separate, internationally recognised and relatively uncontroversial basis of jurisdiction. M Keyes, op cit 120, see in particular Part B “Party Autonomy and its limits”; A Lowenfeld, International Litigation and the Quest for Reasonableness (1996; Clarendon Press) at 200: “support of party autonomy is so widespread that it can fairly be called a rule of customary law”.   
60	For the purposes of our discussion today this is relevant for two reasons. For one, it demonstrates again the manner in which commercial practices and needs can have a significant impact on the development of the law, as well as the fact that where the law is uncertain parties will attempt to manage the risk by determining such questions for themselves. Secondly, it is relevant from the fact that proceedings such as anti-suit injunctions have been criticised as being an indirect interference with the processes of the foreign court and, to this extent, being contrary to the principle of comity. Indeed some have argued that “upholding the contractual bargain to arbitrate in the forum generally trumps considerations of comity” G Fisher, “Anti-suit Injunctions to Restrain Foreign Proceedings in Breach of an Arbitration Agreement” (2010) 22(1) Bond Law Review 1 at 25.
61	What then is the place of comity within this context of an increasing focus upon respect for party autonomy and the contractual bargain?  We return again to what comity is, at its very essence, concerned about – justice and fostering commerce. Nothing in this changing approach to a chosen forum goes against it. Rather it may be argued that deference is being shown to commercial parties, in an attempt to: provide practical justice, avoid duplication and the imposition of additional transactional costs, prevent vexatious or oppressive proceedings from continuing, and to respect instances where the parties have identified a foreign jurisdiction as the more “appropriate forum”. 
62	Furthermore, comity as a theory of deference to foreign courts remains important (perhaps even more so) in the context of anti-suit injunctions, as a basis upon which one Court may refuse to continue to exercise its jurisdiction in a matter Quaak v. Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler 361 F.3d 11 (1st Cir. 2004) at 17-19: “even though an international antisuit injunction operates only against the parties, it effectively restricts the jurisdiction of a foreign sovereign’s courts.” The Court regarded comity not as a rigid obligation, but a “protean concept of jurisdictional respect” (at 19); D Tan, op cit124, at 291ff considers in detail how comity may develop within the context of anti-suit injunctions, noting that “Comity may be of great normative importance, but its ability to
provide definitive guidance is doubtful” (at 302). Indeed, it has been noted that “in the context of transnational litigation, one of the key elements affecting the exercise of that discretion [to grant an anti-suit injunction], is the consideration of comity” A Bell, op cit 83 at 234 (see further 234-246).
63	Thus for example, in Telesto Investments the parties had obtained an anti-suit injunction from the High Court of Singapore, and comity was held to be a relevant factor in determining whether a stay of proceedings should accordingly be granted by an Australian court – because otherwise the “continued prosecution of these proceedings…would be in defiance of an anti-suit injunction” In Telesto Investments Ltd & ors v UBS AG [2012] NSWSC 44 at [111]-[115] per Ward J. As such, the concern to give effect to party autonomy – by allowing anti-suit injunctions where the parties would seek to act in a manner contrary to their contractual agreement – supports the concern to give effect to comity, as such injunctions would be altogether meaningless unless it can be assured that other courts will respect such a decision. Thus what began as an attempt by Savigny to create universal and binding rules to replace the discretionary principle of comity has today led to a re-emergence and re-emphasis on comity as a relevant factor for the enforcement of anti-suit injunctions and a basis upon which courts may choose to grant a stay on proceedings in their own jurisdiction. 
Comity as “reasonableness”
64	In this context of jurisdictional analysis, another recharacterisation of comity should briefly be mentioned – that of “reasonableness” or the “rule of reason” K Brewster Antitrust and American Business Abroad (1958; McGraw-Hill Book Co) at 301-306, 362-371, 446-448; S W Waller “Antitrust and American Business Abroad Today” (1995) 44 DePaul Law Review 1251 . This concept has emerged in the past few decades and has its origins within American anti-trust cases D A Libow “Laker Antitrust Litigation: The Jurisdictional Rule of Reason Applied to Transnational Injunctive Relief” (1986) 71(3) Cornell Law Review 645; B J Gans “Reasonableness as a Limit to Extraterritorial Jurisdiction” (1985) 62(4) Washington University Law Review 681, at 688-697; K M Meessen, “Conflicts of Jurisdiction Under the New Restatement” (1987) 50(3) Law and Contemporary Problems 47; L Brilmayer “Extraterritorial Application of American Law: A Methodological and Constitutional Appraisal” (1987) 50(3) Law and Contemporary Problems 11; D Baetge “The extraterritorial reach of antitrust law” in E Gottschalk, R Michael, G Ruhl, & J von Hein Conflict of Laws in a Globalized World (2007; Cambridge University Press) at 232-242 in particular; see also for example, Timberlane Lumber Co. v. Bank of America (1977) 549 F.2d 597 at 613-615, Mannington Mills, Inc. v. Congoleum Corp (1979) 595 F.2d 1287, at 1296-1299, and Laker Airways Ltd. v. Sabena, Belgian World Airlines (1984) 731 F.2d 909 at 952 , where it was conceived of as a means of justifying judicial restraint. It is, in essence, a principle concerned with jurisdiction and is designed to address circumstances where more than one State may be regarded as having a legitimate jurisdiction to determine a matter. In turn, reasonableness seeks to provide a basis for why Courts may choose to decline to exercise jurisdiction and to permit the matter to be decided by a foreign jurisdiction instead (or conversely, how Courts may justify the exercise of their own jurisdiction over a matter which also concerns a foreign jurisdiction) B J Gans, op cit 131, at 684-685 (and footnotes 31-35): regarding Restatement (Second) (1965) §40 “Comity, while not a rule of international law, constitutes something more than mere courtesy…Courts will decline to exercise jurisdiction over a particular transaction and occurrence because of the interests of other states and/or their respect for the needs of the international system”. It does so by requiring the Courts to apply an “interest balancing” test, in which it is required to consider and weigh the interests and connections involved in a case (both foreign and domestic) in order to determine the more appropriate jurisdiction to hear a matter D Twomey & M Jenning Anderson’s Business Law and the Legal Environment, Standard Volume  (21st ed) (2010;West) at 138; K Hixson “Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Under the Third Restatement of Foreign Relations Law of the United States” (1988) 12(1) Fordham International Law Journal 127 at 134-137, 147-150; D A Libow, op cit 121, at 646-651; K M Meeseen, op cit 131 at 53-65: “reasonableness is a twin of comity. At least, it shares with comity all its potentials and its limitations. Like reasonableness, comity calls for restraint in the application of domestic law in view of legislative, executive, and judicial acts of a foreign State. The list of factors to be considered is open-ended as well.” (at 56). This in turn has been said to reflect the idea, as stated by Chief Justice Burger, that we “cannot have trade and commerce in world markets and international waters exclusively on our terms, governed by our laws, and resolved in our courts.” The Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co (1971) 407 U.S. 1, at 9  Or, as stated by Judge Cardozo, it is meant to demonstrate that: “we are not so provincial as to say that every solution of a problem is wrong because we deal with it otherwise at home.” Loucks v Standard Oil Co of New York (1918) 224 NY 99 
65	The dominant expression of this principle is seen within the Restatement (Third) of US Foreign Relations Law (published in 1987) § 402 and 403; K Hixson, op cit 133 which states that “a state may not exercise jurisdiction to prescribe law with respect to a person or activity having connections with another state when the exercise of such jurisdiction is unreasonable” Restatement (Third) § 403; see K Hixson, op cit 133, at 133-135 (and footnotes 35 and 49). Whether or not jurisdiction is regarded as reasonable is to be determined by reference to a list of non-exclusive factors, such as “(1) the location of the conduct in question, (2) the nationality of the parties, (3) the character of the conduct in question, (4) the foreign policy interests of the United States, and (5) any public policy interests” Mujica v. AirScan Inc. (2014) 771 F.3d 580 at 604; see also Restatement (Third) § 403(2). Where it would not be unreasonable for either State to exercise jurisdiction, “a state should defer to the other state if that state's interest is clearly greater” Restatement (Third) § 403(3); B J Gans, op cit 131, at 685-687. 
66	This approach has been closely tied to Huber’s conception of comity, and it has been argued that reasonableness is merely an attempt to clarify conceptually the limitations on jurisdiction imposed by comity and to develop the theory into an objective norm of public international law C Ryngaert, op cit 119, at 152-153. Thus, for example, the Court in Timberlane stated that “‘jurisdictional’ forebearance in the international setting is more a question of comity and fairness than one of international power” Timberlane Lumber Co. v. Bank of America (1977) 549 F.2d 597 at 613; see also Mannington Mills, Inc. v. Congoleum Corp (1979) 595 F.2d 1287: “When foreign nations are involved . . . it is unwise to ignore the fact that foreign policy, reciprocity, comity, and limitations of judicial power are considerations that should have a bearing on the decision to exercise or decline jurisdiction.”. More recently it has been argued that the concept of reasonableness also encapsulates an understanding that deference should be shown not only to foreign sovereigns and courts, but also to the private parties involved in a dispute – that where parties have negotiated for, and included in their bargain, foreign choice of law or forum clauses, then the Courts should show deference to this, rather than imposing their own legal system Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., (1985) 473 U.S. 614 at 628–31; Scherck v. Alberto-Culver Co. (1974) 417 U.S. 506 at 517–19; J R Paul (2008), op cit 13; This of course echoes what I have just discussed regarding comity as “seat” or “forum”. 
67	Despite attempts within America to define reasonableness as a norm of international law, it has remained a notion limited for the most part to American case law. However at its core it may be seen to have much in common with the concept of the appropriate forum or seat for a matter and may, to that extent, be perceived as another factor in determining whether or not a court should decline to exercise jurisdiction, on the basis that it is more appropriate (or “reasonable”) for a foreign court to exercise jurisdiction over the matter. 
Comity as “judicial cooperation and assistance” or “modified universalism”
68	Turning then to one final area of modern commercial law where comity can be seen to have an enduring influence – the promotion of judicial cooperation and assistance, including in areas of court procedure and the conduct of cross-border insolvency litigation. This trend has been described as a movement towards a “global community of courts” in which respect is shown to foreign law and decrees not out of a sense of debt owed to nations or sovereigns, but out of respect owed to other judges, as well as a sense of obligation to the community of litigants “with a view to responding to modern mobility and the needs of a world or national economic order”. Tolofson v Jensen [1994] 3 SCR 1022 at 1070; A Slaughter “A Global community of Courts” (2003) 44(1) Harvard International Law Journal 191; A Slaughter “Judicial Globalisation” (2000) 40 Virginia Journal International Law 1103 (at 1104: we are confronted by “examples of judges looking, talking, and sometimes acting beyond the confines of national legal systems”); J L Westbrook “International Judicial Negotiation” (2003) 38 Texas International Law Journal 567; Lien, op cit 13
69	There is not the time here to consider all of the different aspects in which an increased sense of international judicial collegiality has been shown in the past few decades The Hon Justice J Spigelman “International Commercial Litigation: An Asian Perspective” (2007) 35 Australian Business Law Review 318; 1999 Seoul Statement on Mutual Judicial Assistance in the Asia Pacific Region. To name but a few it includes: cooperation and provision of mutual legal assistance in the prosecution of criminal matters United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime and the Protocols Thereto, assistance in resolving instances of unlawful child abduction Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction, transmission of evidence between states Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters , and service of legal documents overseas Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters. This “judicial globalisation” and increase in “international collegiality” is also reflected in developments such as the signing of Memorandum of Understanding between foreign courts For example: Memorandum of Understanding between the Federal Court of Australia, Family Court of Australia and the Supreme Court of Indonesia (signed on 21 July 2008 and amended on 29 September 2011); Memorandum Of Understanding Between The Supreme Court Of Singapore And The Supreme Court Of New South Wales On References Of Questions Of Law 2010; MoU Between The Chief Justice Of New South Wales And The Chief Judge Of The State Of New York On References Of Questions Of Law; Memorandum of Guidance as to Enforcement between Supreme Court of the Republic of Kazakhstan & DIFC Courts; Memorandum of Guidance between the DIFC Courts & United States District Court for the Southern District of New York (SDNY); Memorandum of Guidance – Enforcement between DIFC Courts and the Supreme Court of Singapore; Memorandum of Understanding between the Supreme Court of Singapore & DIFC Courts on References of Questions of Law; Memorandum of Guidance Between The Federal Court of Australia and DIFC Courts; Memorandum of Understanding Between Supreme Court of new South Wales and DIFC Courts (amongst others), and participation in international conferences and foreign judicial delegations, which have “considerably expanded the mutual understanding amongst judges of other legal systems. It has transformed the concept of judicial comity.” The Hon Justice J Spigelman “MOU between New York and New South Wales, Address” New York State Bar Association International Section Meeting 28 October 2010; The Hon Justice R Barrett “Judicial Reflections on Insurance Insolvency” (2011) New South Wales Judicial Scholarship 6  Similarly, the mutual confidence and interaction between Courts is reflected in the regular references to each other’s jurisprudence and in the close engagement of commercial law judges with each other in the region, as was, for example, discussed in a recent arbitration decision in Australia. TCL Air Conditioner (Zhongshan) Co Ltd v Castel Electronics Pty Ltd [2014] FCAFC 83; J L Allsop “International Commercial Arbitration – the Courts and the Rule of Law in the Asia Pacific Region” (2014) Second Annual Global Arbitration Review; J L Allsop “Australia - a Vital Commercial Hub in the Asia Pacific Region: The importance of and challenges for Australian commercial courts and arbitral institutions” (2015) National Commercial Law Seminar
70	The other area where calls for judicial cooperation and assistance have been prominent, and where comity has increasingly been invoked, is in the context of cross-border insolvency. It is relevant to note here briefly that this issue is not new or unique to the modern globalised world. Rather, lex maritima has had in place for millennia “a sophisticated and generally harmonious system of dealing with cross-border insolvencies”, which was developed by merchants and traders, and reflected “the demands of the early international mercantile community for a coherent means of enforcing claims against a peripatetic asset”. The Hon Justice S Rares “Consistency and conflict - Cross-border insolvency” (2015) 32nd Annual Conference of the Banking & Financial Services Law Association Brisbane 4 September 2015; This system was not one created domestically or legislatively, but rather was a law derived from custom and trade usage, leading Lord Chief Justice Mansfield to say in 1759 that “… the maritime law is not the law of a particular country, but the general law of nations” Luke v Lyde (1759) 2 Burr 882 at 887 Today, the same desire has been reflected in the view “that bankruptcy (whether personal or corporate) should be unitary and universal. There should be a unitary bankruptcy proceeding in the court of the bankrupt’s domicile which receives world-wide recognition and it should apply universally to all the bankrupt’s assets.” Lord Hoffman In re HIH Casualty and General Insurance Ltd [2008] UKHL 21; [2008] 1 WLR 852 at [6]
71	The rise in transnational commerce and trade, combined with the increase in the number of multinational companies with assets distributed across many jurisdictions (as seen most recently, and dramatically, in the global financial crisis), has created new challenges for commercial law, and has seen a significant increase in the number of insolvency proceedings involving multiple nations and numerous claims, subsidiaries, affiliated entities, assets, operations, and creditors R Morrison “Avoiding Inherent Uncertainties in Cross-Border Insolvency: Is the UNCITRAL Model Law the Answer?” (1999) 15 Queensland University of Technology Law Journal 103; R F Mason “Cross-border insolvency and legal transnationalisation” (2012) 21(2) International Insolvency Review 105; E B Leonard, Cross-Border Bankruptcy: Current Issues and Trends, American Bar Association, 2011 ABA Annual Meeting (May 2011), <www2.americanbar.org/calendar/2011-aba-annual-meeting-business-law/Meeting%20Materials/1948.pdf> . As a result cross-border insolvency has been described as “the single most significant field requiring a high level of international cooperation between courts of different nations” The Hon Justice J Spigelman, op cit 144, at 326. Further adding to these difficulties is the fact that the transaction costs ordinarily associated with transnational litigation – including delay and duplication – bear even greater significance for insolvency, since it may tie up significant amounts of capital and the resulting delay may cause further erosion in the status of the insolvent. 
72	The response from jurists, and the commercial community more generally, has been once again to take into account the principles of comity as originally conceived by Huber, Story and Mansfield – as “a set of general principles governing when the courts and legal rules of a particular country pay deference to legal rules or proceedings of another country” D S Bernstein, T Graulich, D P Meyer, & R Stewart “Recognition and Comity in Cross-Border Insolvency Proceedings” (2013) The International Insolvency Review 1, at 3. In particular, since the Maxwell Corporation litigation of the early 1990s, there has been a demonstrated willingness across a number of jurisdictions to approach the matter of cross-border insolvency in a highly pragmatic and cooperative way In re Maxwell Communication Corpn (1994) 170 BR 800 (Bankr SDNY), as demonstrated both in judicial practice (through the development of “modified universalism”  See the discussion of Lord Hoffmann in In re HIH Casualty and General Insurance Ltd [2008] UKHL 21; [2008] 1 WLR 852 at 856-857 [6]-[9] ; Akers as a joint foreign representative of Saad Investments Company Limited (in Official Liquidation) v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation [2014] FCAFC 57) and the creation of new international instruments (such as the 1997 UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency, which has currently been adopted by 40 states UNCITRAL, “UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency (1997)” www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/insolvency/1997Model_status.html ).
73	In the case of the Model Law, articles 25-27 explicitly encourage a system in which jurisdictions will defer to and assist and cooperate with foreign jurisdictions, in order to allow cross-border insolvency proceedings to be settled in a single jurisdiction (the centre of main interest)UNCITRAL Practice Guide on Cross-Border Insolvency Cooperation 2009 at 32; see extensive consideration of Model law within Akers v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation [2014] FCAFC 57; 223 FCR 8 and Re Chow Cho Poon (Private) Limited [2011] NSWSC 300 at [23]-[30], [53]-[65]; Articles 28-32 of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency manage instances of parallel proceedings in cross-border insolvency cases, and indicate that such proceedings are to be restricted; R Morrison, op cit 154 at 118-125; E Buckel “Curbing Comity: The increasingly expansive public policy exception of Chapter 15” (2013) 44 Georgetown Journal of International Law 1281 at 1288-1293, 1286-1288; Strangely, Hilton v Guyot has also been invoked in this area of the law, but only with regards to its general definition of comity, and not in relation to its requirement of reciprocity. US Bankruptcy Code Chapter 15 “Ancillary and other Cross-Border Cases” General Definitions; 44B American Jurisprudence (2D; 2012) International Law § 8; R F Mason, op cit 154; MGR Gronow, McPherson’s Law of Company Liquidation (Thomson Reuters, 5th Ed) Vol 1 at 17-051 [17.50].. Furthermore the framework of the Model Law is built upon a universalist approach – it requires that “one insolvency proceeding will be universally recognised by the jurisdictions in which the entity has assets or carries on business” Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Proposals for Reform: Paper No 8 of 2002 at 17 and 21 and “treats the multinational bankruptcy as a single process in the foreign main proceeding, with other courts assisting in that single proceeding” Re ABC Learning Ctrs Ltd 728 F.3d 301 at 309; Akers as a joint foreign representative of Saad Investments Company Limited (in Official Liquidation) v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation [2014] FCAFC 57 [107]-[121] generally.
74	These provisions, in turn, were derived from the private international law framework that preceded it – the principle of “modified universalism” Akers [2014] FCAFC 57 at [28]. Lord Hoffmann succinctly expressed this notion in In re HIH Casualty and General Insurance Ltd In re HIH Casualty and General Insurance Ltd [2008] UKHL 21; [2008] 1 WLR 852 at [30]; The degree of, and legal basis for, any departure from local law in the effects of that co-operation was a matter of debate, as reflected in the different views of Lord Hoffmann and Lord Scott of Foscote in In re HIH at [6]-[9] and [59], respectively. Relevantly Lord Hoffmann also took account of the likely expectations of creditors that, in the event of insolvency, their rights would be determined by Australian law.  as such:
“The primary rule of private international law which seems to me applicable to this case is the principle of (modified) universalism, which has been the golden thread running through English cross-border insolvency law since the 18th century. That principle requires that English courts should, so far as is consistent with justice and UK public policy, co-operate with the courts in the country of the principal liquidation to ensure that all the company's assets are distributed to its creditors under a single system of distribution.”
75	One can see quite clearly here the fundamental aspects of comity – a concern for mutual respect, cooperation and assistance between countries, to promote the interests of commerce and justice See also Cambridge Gas Transport Corporation v Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors of Navigator Holdings Plc [2006] 3 All ER 829 (PC) at [16]-[17]; In re African Farms Ltd [1906] TS 373, 377; Banque Indosuez SA v Ferromet Resources Inc [1993] BCLC 112 , 117; Credit Suisse Fides Trust v Cuoghi [1998] QB 818 , 827; Re Matheson Brothers Ltd  (1884) 27 Ch D 225 at 230-231; Re Bank of Credit and Commerce International SA (No 10) [1997] Ch 213, 247. The essential focus of the cross-border insolvency jurisprudence has been to address the inherent uncertainties which would otherwise arise from cross-border transactions and to minimise transaction costs. See preamble to Model law on Cross-Border insolvency. What is also significant is that the approach to cross-border insolvency has not adopted a reciprocity requirement (in contrast to international arbitration, and the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments). In some respects therefore, this area of the law may be seen as the one most closely linked to comity, as originally understood by Huber, and which will hopefully, in turn, serve as an example of the need for cooperation, communication, assistance, and deference between courts in the transnational commercial context. 
CLOSING REMARKS
76	What then can we conclude about comity and commerce? To some extent it can reasonably be argued that comity, as a principle, has undergone an identity crisis. Some writers suggest that it has become practically obsolete S W Waller “The Twilight of Comity” (2000) 38 Columbia Journal Transnational Law 563 at 578-79; M Ramsey, op cit 95, at 896-97 , others relegate it to being simply an American doctrine Paul (1991), op cit 13, Part IV , whilst still others contend that it is coextensive with public international law. Much of this confusion reflects the difficulty encountered in extracting the essential essence of comity from the rules of practice which have sought to apply it and from the definitions which various persons have given to comity (many of which include reference to ideas that comity did not originally have nor intended to profess). 
77	What needs to be recognised is that Huber did not limit comity to one practical aspect or another, and neither should we. It is the general ideas, not the specific rules to which we should turn in understanding comity. Comity’s overarching commitment to commerce and justice, and the belief that matters of national interests should not indiscriminately override such commitments, are as relevant today as they were in the 16th century. It may be true that comity is at times a vague principle. However, arguably, it is no more so than other legal principles such as foreseeability, honesty, fairness, or good faith. Yet we have not rejected those on the basis that they are too elusive. Indeed, their relevance to commerce has become more and more lauded in recent years, particularly in light of demonstrations of their absence in international commerce and business. When one examines the various ways in which comity has been reinterpreted, applied, and demonstrated in the past few centuries – as reciprocity, obligation, the appropriate “seat” or “forum”, reasonableness, and judicial cooperation – we see a theory that is still influential and still relevant. The demand for justice and for the facilitation of commerce has not diminished in the past few centuries, rather it has increased exponentially, and Courts and nations still seek to recognise and pursue such goals. 
78	What has been most influential, perhaps, in recent decades has been the greater respect placed on party autonomy and on holding parties to their bargain. Likewise there has been even greater focus on reducing transactional costs of commerce and in preventing parties from being able to “forum shop” in order to get the outcome they desire, to the detriment of finality and to the cost of both the parties and the Courts. Such changes in outlook, and in the realities of commerce, have meant that comity is today invoked not simply out of deference or respect to the status of a foreign state and as way of justifying incursion of the law into a foreign territory. Rather it is invoked in the context of attempts to provide practical justice to commercial parties, avoiding duplication and additional transactional costs as well as vexatious or oppressive proceedings, and respecting the jurisdiction of foreign courts where they are seen as the more “appropriate forum” For example, OT Africa Line Ltd v Magic Sportswear Corporation & Ors [2005] EWCA Civ 710 at [32]: per Lord Justice Longmore “if the parties have actually agreed that a foreign court is to have sole jurisdiction over any dispute, the true role of  comity  is to ensure that the parties' agreement is respected”; related to this is the argument that, through the rise in number of “soft law” and international/regional law instruments, there has been a re-emergence of lex mercatoria and development of a universal “commercial law of nations”. Such a development reflects this movement of the law away from protecting territorial sovereignty, to promoting and facilitating commerce; see, F A Mann Studies in International Law (1973; Clarendon Press), ch 2; Fazio, op cit 17; G Ruhl, “Party Autonomy in the Private International Law of Contracts: Transatlantic Convergence and Economic Efficiency” in Gottschalk, R Michael, G Ruhl, & J von Hein Conflict of Laws in a Globalized World (2007; Cambridge University Press) at 153-183. In this sense there is deference more to the needs of commerce and the global markets, than of deference due to “nations”. It is no longer “comity of nations” but “judicial comity”. 
79	This change in approach to conflict of laws again highlights and reflects the influence which commercial practices and demands can have on the law. The fact that transnational and cross-border litigation has increased significantly since the 19th century has required the courts to focus on developing a global legal community rather than on focusing on respecting the boundaries based on national sovereignty. In particular it reflects the demands of commercial parties for efficiency, consistency, and cost effective methods of dispute resolution, and for there to be respect for party autonomy (including in choice of law and choice of forum clauses). Comity remains important for commercial transactions because such transactions are regularly conducted in multiple forums (and may require enforcement in additional forums, due to the distribution of assets). Perhaps the most important role of comity is that serves “to fill gaps which cannot be left as voids, and to explain the proper limits of the rules which are laid down elsewhere.” A Briggs, op cit 111
80	The potential importance of theory to the everyday solution of transnational legal problems was highlighted recently by a decision of the High Court of Australia, PT Bayan Resources TBK v BCBC Singapore Pty Ltd [2015] HCA 36. There the court concluded that the Supreme Court of Western Australia did indeed have the power to make a freezing order in relation to a prospective judgment of a foreign (Singapore) court which could be registrable in Australia pursuant to the Foreign Judgments Act 1991 (Cth). (It should be noted that the Act has a foundation of reciprocity.) What is notable in the decision is that it proceeded upon a distinctively territorial basis; all members of the Bench focused exclusively upon the limits of the Supreme Court’s power and upon the possibility that its enforcement process might otherwise be frustrated. In turn, the relief which was granted was given, not by reference to the Singapore proceedings, but out of a consideration of the potential Supreme Court proceeding for enforcement.  
81	Would it have been possible for the Court to have adopted a different approach, by reference to the fact that the actions of the Singapore Court, the legitimate expectations of the commercial parties, and international commerce itself, might have been frustrated, in the absence of an order from the Supreme Court, by the ease and speed of modern day asset transfers? See, for example, the comments of Lord Nicholls in Mercedes Benz AG v Leiduck [1996] AC 284 at 313-314, and also Davis v Turning Properties Pty Ltd [2005] NSWSC 742; 222 ALR 676 The need for judicial cooperation and assistance to address the needs of international commercial parties, and the difficulties created by transnational commerce, has long been recognised in our region and, indeed, already underpins our approach to matters such as international arbitration and cross-border insolvency. Furthermore, with regards to Singapore in particular, a close relation has already been established between the two countries, including through a memorandum of understanding, and agreement for reciprocity in the enforcement of foreign judgments, in recognition of the value of close cooperation for mutual benefit in the administration of justice. In such a context, there may have been a broader, more internationally focused justification available for such orders. 
82	What are we then to conclude from all this? Ultimately, we do apply comity. We do seek to justify why foreign law should have application alongside the application of territorial sovereignty. We do seek to promote commerce and the facilitation of foreign trade, indeed now more than ever. Therefore we should reflect upon the creation, and essential features, of the place of comity in its fostering. That is what I hope I have done, if but a little, today. 
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